
 

 

About Bisnode 
Bisnode helps people to make smart decisions. We transform data into insight to assist decision-makers with both 
small everyday issues and major strategic decisions in companies and organisations throughout Europe. We have more 
than 2,700 employees in 18 countries. Read more about Bisnode at www.bisnode.com. 
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Press release from Bisnode 

ANDERS BERG, NEW CFO AT BISNODE 
Anders Berg joins Bisnode as CFO and head of the Group Finance team. Bisnode has ambitious targets for the 
future and Anders’ extensive experience will contribute to successful financial and operational planning, 
forecasting and follow- up, ensuring growth and profitability.  
 
Anders Berg, presently CFO at Swedbank C&C, joins Bisnode in the role of CFO on or before February 1, 2015. 
He has long-term experience from leading positions in the financial area; such as CFO at Orc Group and Head of 
Finance at Investor AB. As CFO and head of Group Finance he will be responsible for the reporting, 
financial/business control and treasury for the Bisnode Group as well as the group Legal and Security functions.  
 
“Anders has extensive international experience in building, restructuring and developing various businesses and 
divisions within organizations in a range of business areas and industries. His competence and solid experience in the 
areas of financial management, business development and growth is a perfect match for us”, says Lars Pettersson.  
 
Ready for the next chapter  
As Bisnode enters the next chapter in its evolution there is a new set of demands on financial and operational 
planning, forecasting and follow-up. Proactive financial management and control is crucial in order to enable the best 
use of Bisnode’s resources.  
 
Anders Berg succeeds acting CFO Mats Lönnqvist who, after the handover to Anders Berg, will return to focusing on 
his Board assignments. Anders Berg will start on or before February 1, 2015. 
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